
FORM IN G THE FUTURE OF 
RELIG ION :  YOUTH A N D EDUCA TION  

The Impact of Religion – Key 
Challenges for Society and Research 





Religion in the Public Arena

 Increasing knowledge since 2000;

 From vague affirmations on relations between State, 
society and religion(s) to more documented research 
about how they operate; 

 Still a lot of work to do.



Religion and Education: Curriculum

 Intense debate and writing during the last ten years:

 On the UdeM Library’s website (books): Since 2008, 770 
references! (descriptive, normative, disagreement, bias); since 
2015, 275 books

 Google Scholar: 16,800 references



Religion and Education: Curriculum

 Models: 

 Denominational: monoreligious or pluri-religious (not pluralist)

 From religious monopoly to secularity and pluralism (1960s, 
1970s, 1980s); to debates on religion in the public arena (1990s, 
2000s)

 Nondenominational:
 Civic education, or about/into/from religion
 Specific discipline or through other disciplines such as history 

literature, geography
• Berglund, Shanneik, Bocking 2016; Beaman & Van Arragon 2015
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Research beyond formal curriculum

 Public funding for religious education 
(public/private/independent/faith schools)

 Goal of religious education: faith, values, culture, character, 
etc.

 Teacher training
 Opening religious exercises and practices
 Religious clothing and symbols
 Chaplaincies/spiritual care/religious groups’ volunteer work
 Calendar and religious holidays/rites



Research beyond formal curriculum

Human rights
 Freedom of religion versus historical/cultural argument 

(Lautsi case)
 Sexuality and gender equality pressures on RE
 Future of religious education: ongoing tensions; judicial 

battles (political leverage and/or judicial leverage)
 Perceptions of human rights and religion

 Sjöborg and Ziebertz 2017; Pirner et al. 2016



More in-depth research needed

 Beyond the formal curriculum (sociology of 
curriculum):

 “One might expect that contemporary research on schools 
would exhibit both theoretical strength and analytical rigor. 
Arguably, this is not the case. For various reasons, current 
school studies seem to be conceptually shallow and 
empirically incremental.” (Hallinan 2011; see also Flensner
2017)



More in-depth research needed

 The informal curriculum is more powerful than the formal one

 Goal of “living together”: disputed among diverse academic 
disciplines

 Power relationship between families and schools (Sherkat
2003)

 Secularization: impact of contemporary education on religion 
(more questions than answers)



More in-depth research

 Long-term impact of academic experiences, RE or no RE, on 
pupils

 What is happening in schools (conversations, interactions, 
mentions, discrimination, etc.)

 What is the most significant for young people

 How RE deals with non-religious and ‘religious indifference’



More in-depth research

 How does de facto RE relate to what students are taught at 
home, in religious congregations, in the media, or in other 
areas?

 How do school cultures, organizations, and educational and
extra-curricular activities accommodate or resist 
differences? 

 Research will require in-depth ethnographies to identify not 
only the manifest but also the hidden curricula of schools and 
classrooms (Smith 2011; See Arweck and Jackson 2014) 



Conclusion: CRD and Religious Diversity

 Two hypotheses about religious diversity:

1 – Fear of conflict dominates

2 – Young people and some schools/teachers 
want to embrace it



Fear of Conflict

 Teaching about religion does avoid some of the 
potential conflicts that terrify policymakers and 
practitioners (Sears and Christou 2011) – several 
countries;

 “Many American youth I have interviewed report 
that the major ‘strategy’ employed by their school 
authorities for dealing with moral issues, especially 
those involving disagreement and potential conflict, 
is outright avoidance. ‘We just don’t go there’ ” 
(Smith 2011)



Young people want to embrace it

 REDCo’s conclusion:
Young people widely reject the notion that they 

do not want to live together with people of other 
religions, and correspondingly strongly approve 
of the idea that dealing with differences is 
possible, provided mutual respect exists (Weisse
2010).

See also Jackson’s work



Conclusion: the future of religion
3 proposals

 1 - My own students are inspiring me to develop a 
vision of CRE marked by a new cosmopolitanism
 What do you remember about religion at school, beyond RE?

 See Liedgren 2016 
 What do these young adults have in common? 

 A young Tunisian who lived in Abou Dabi until the age of 14, from 
a Muslim family but no longer practicing;

 A young French Canadian, from an ‘agnostic’ family within a 
Christian tradition, now atheist.



Conclusion: the future
3 proposals

 What do you remember about religion at school, beyond RE? 
 What do these two young adults have in common? 

 They both remember a negative experience related to 
denominational teaching of RE by very religious but ‘rigid’ people;

 They both call for freedom and respect of belief;
 In both cases, they preferred their families’ more liberal options 

(based on choice).

 (cf. power relation between parents and schools; effect of 
secularization or religion n education; religious education itself can 
have a secularizing effect). 



New cosmopolitanism

 Strandbrink 2017:

 Versus abstract universalistic endeavour (Finland and 
Germany proved to be the most cosmopolitan: Finland in a 
post-Christian RE setting, and Germany in a denominational
setting).



Second proposal

 Teaching on and from religions in public schools 
should include critical theological voices (versus 
‘official religion’)

 Ex. Public curriculum of RE, when speaking about specific 
religions, should include feminist and critical theological 
perspectives (not only secular critics of religion and its sexism)



Critical theology in the RE curriculum, an 
example that could be mentioned



Third Proposal

 Religious study scholars could create initiatives to 
promote relevant understanding of religions and 
non-religions beyond the curriculum, and here is one 
example of what it could be:   

 We could create a list of novels reflecting on religion and 
convictions in relevant ways, from different countries (for 
youth, their teachers and other professionals)  





A Novel from Canada

 Life of PI. A novel, Yann Martel, 2001 (studied 
religious studies and zoology …)
 The journey of a young boy seeking meaning, curious about 

religions, asking questions, crossing the ocean alone, after 
being shipwrecked, with a tiger (the only animal left from his 
parents’ zoo).



A Novel from Canada

 This religious seeker named PI talks with his atheist teacher. He 

is troubled by his conversation, but touched.  He meets him at 

his parents’ zoo: “I come here all the time. One might say it’s my 

temple”, explains the atheist teacher named Mr. Kumar.



My Novel from Canada

 “… He (the atheist teacher) became my favourite 
teacher at Petit Séminaire and the reason I studied 
zoology at the University of Toronto. I felt a kinship 
with him. It was my first clue that atheists are my 
brothers and sisters of a different faith … I’ll be 
honest about it. It is not atheists who get stuck in my 
craw, but agnostics. Doubt is useful for a while. We 
must all pass through the garden of Gethsemane. If 
Christ played with doubt, so must we. […] But we 
must move on. To choose doubt as a philosophy of 
life is akin to cho0sing immobility as a means of 
transportation” (p. 31)



Send us your favorite novel reference!



Contact Information

Solange Lefebvre, Institute of Religious Studies
Chair for Management of Cultural and Religious 
Diversity
University of Montreal
 Email: solange.lefebvre@umontreal.ca
 Website: www.gdcr.umontreal.ca
 Database: https://pluri.gdcr.umontreal.ca/
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